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April 17, 1992 ~Brrtrlership 
If" 
Jim Kielsmeier 
President 
National Youth Leadership Council 
1910 W. County Rd. B #216 
Roseville, MN 55113 
Dear Jim: 
Here is our proposal for the Michigan Center for Service Learning, minus only a 
final signoff on the waiver of MSU overhead. As I explained to you on the 
phone, MSU is the fiscal agent for the Partnership and I was unable to secure this 
approval because of the impending Easter Holiday. 
We in the Partnership are very enthusiastic about this opportunity to join with 
NYLC to build capacity in Michigan on service learning, a most important 
ingredient in active learning. 
If you or your staff have questions about what we have proposed here feel free to 
contact me directly. 
cc: Judy Lanier, President, MPNE 
\ \b NSLCCharles Thompson, Managing Director, EES 
i<; c/o ETR Associates Robert MacArthur, President, A YF 4 Carbonero Way
f'.~ '-I~ I Scotts Valley, CA 95066 
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A PROPOSAL FOR 
THE MICHIGAN K-12 

SERVICE-LEARNING CENTER 

SUBMITTED BY 

THE MICHIGAN PARTNERSHIP 

FOR NEW EDUCATION 
e 
APRIL 17, 1992 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH: 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 
AND OTHER PARTNER UNIVERSITIES 
Contact: 	 Steve Kaagan, Executive Vice President 

Michigan Partnership for New Education 

500 Erickson Hall 

Michigan State University 

East Lansing, MI 48824 
e 517/336-2195 
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e 	 A PROPOSAL FOR A 
K-12 MICHIGAN SERVICE-LEARNING CENTER 
OPERATED BY 
THE MICHIGAN PARTNERSHIP FOR NEW EDUCATION 
AND LOCATED AT MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 
We Propose: 
The Michigan Partnership for New Education, in collaboration with Michigan State University's 
College of Education and with several partner universities, proposes to establish a K-12 Service 
Learning Center, headquartered at Michigan State. The Center would: 
1. 	 promote the principles and practices of service-learning in the schools in Michigan generally, 
through a series of activities ranging from building networks and holding conferences to 
training teachers, shaping policy and coordinating existing efforts. Such activities would, 
where possible, be collaborative efforts with other service-learning initiatives in the state. Ine 	 this regard, the Center would be a catalyst, switchboard, cheerleader and organizer, tying the 
work in Michigan to the national work of the NYLC. 
2. 	 establish and work with nine "generator schools If to develop powerful and exemplary service­
learning projects. In this regard, the Center would be engaged in field-based inquiry and 
development work that would help generate new ideas, new practices, new sites and 
heightened commitment to the values of service-learning. 
3. 	 promote service-learning as an important component in the preparation and ongoing 
development of teachers at MSU and other universities involved with the Partnership. In this 
regard, the Center would be engaged in professional development of teachers throughout the 
state as a means of infusing service-learning ideas in schools throughout Michigan --- now and 
for years to come. 
Some Reasons Why 
Among the primary outcomes cited for service-learning (for example, in Cairn and Kielsmeier's 
Growing Hope: A Sourcebook on Integrating Youth Service in the School Curriculum, 1991), are: 
o 	 for the student: capacity of action; self-worth; connection to and leadership 
for school and community; increased relevance of academic skills and increased 
challenge to think critically; 
e 
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o 	 for the school: engaged learners; partnership/sense of community among 
students, staff and community; enhanced school climate, enriched curriculum and 
performance-based evaluation 
o 	 for the community: valuable service, often unique; increased sense of 

citizenship 

These core values and desired outcomes are shared by the Michigan Partnership for New Education 
and are reflected by the work of the Partnership and its partner universities in the development of 
Professional Development Schools throughout the state (See Appendix A for a brief description of the 
Partnership and the Professional Development Schools). Specifically, the values and activities 
associated with service-learning provide a number of vital elements to the goals and work of the 
Partnership, including: 
o 	 authentic opportunities for students to learn and to integrate their prior learning in 
actual contexts in which their knowledge, skills and attributes will be used; 
o 	 motivating images of these actual contexts that would make students' engagement with 
learning more vital; 
o 	 experiences in which students would acquire a sense of being needed and useful and 
an affirmation of their own value and the value of what they know and can do; 
o 	 counteracting influences to some of the pernicious consequenses of a peer culture 
isolated from most adult influences; 
o 	 opportunities to authentically interact with other cultural settings, including the 
cultures of various types of businesses and agencies and the cultures of other racial, 
ethnic and socio-economic groups. 
o 	 more clearly defined paths to adult responsibility with some assurance that student 
efforts to succeed in those paths would result in successful employment and adult life; 
o 	 engagement with adult mentors able to demonstrate the uses for and to encourage the 
acquisition of knowledge, skills and attributes; 
In short, we see service-learning as a way to refocus the schools on central issues in U.S. 
education: how to help schools become decent, democratic learning communities, authentically 
connected to and supporting the larger comunities in which the schools are located. 
The Michigan Partnership is, we would argue, ideally situated to sponsor this center. The trick 
for a small center with a limited budget is to pick its activities carefully and to be closely associated 
with a larger organization that shares its values and can amplify its efforts without overshadowing its 
identity and focus. The Partnership'S already existing initiatives in inventing new forms of schooling, 
in developing school-community linkages and coalitions, in promoting experiential learning and the 
youth leadership work of agencies such as the American Youth Foundation, will serve to promote and 
amplify the efforts of this Center. 
3 
What the Michi2an Center Will Do 

e The Center will simultaneously work in three arenas. We feel this multi-faceted approach will 
give all efforts a multiplier effect as knowledge, programs, enthusiam and commitment are shared 
across the three arenas. 
Arena 1: State-wide Promotion or Service-Learninl: 
We will seek out allies and resources from practitioners to policy makers --- for promoting 
service-learning. The Partnership is in an ideal position for this, because of its proximity to the 
capitol and most of the offices of state-wide efforts, its association with many of the outreach 
activities of Michigan State and other partner universities and its proven capacity at coalition-building. 
Activities or the Center in this regard will lead to: 
o 	 active involvement with the National Service Learning Initiative and its national 
network; 
o 	 the establishment of close links and collaborative activities with other organizations 
who are already engaed in this area in the state, such as the Community Service 
Commission, the Department of Education, the Michigan Campus Compact, the 
Cooperative Extension Service and its 4-H initiatives, the Michigan Council of 
Foundations, the Non-Profit Forum, the American Youth Foundation, the Michigan 
Association of Partners in Education, existing school and university service-leaning 
centers, and others. 
e 
o the facilitation of networking, swapping of ideas and information and sharing of 
resources among individuals and organizations in the state, strengthening the efforts of 
our many allies in this area. 
o 	 collaboration with other education innovations in the state that would benefit from the 
ideas and practices of service-learning and that would be sites for inquiry and 
development work in the area 
o 	 the development of public awareness of and support for service-learning 
The specific activities will include the rollowing: 
1. Identify organizations and individuals throughout Michigan engaged in service-
learning initiatives; develop mailing list and mechanisms for regular communication 
2. 	Establish Advisory Board drawn from key organizations; establish regular 
board meetings 
3. Establish, through the Advisory Board, a bi-monthly "service-learning forum" 
at which interested people would meet to share information, developments and ideas 
and would generally brainstorm on ways to promote service-learning throughout the 
state. These forums would periodically be held at various locations in the state in 
order to increase involvement. 
4. 	Establish bi-monthly (alternating with the forums) "work-parties" in which 
groups with a common focus meet to develop initiatives in service-learning. Groups 
might form around inquiry projects, certain ages of students, specific areas of service, 
similar development or implemntation problems, etc. The Center WOUld, wheree appropriate, link these with other efforts, such as other Partnership ventures in 
4 
experiential learning or the youth leadership traning of 4-H and of the American 
Youth Foundation (an organization that has agreed to assisting with this effort). 
e 5. Hold, in collaboration with other organizations, one major 2-day conferernce on 
service-learning per year, with keynote speakers, workshops, papers and recognition 
of exemplary programs. 
6. Build capacity for brokerage and referral through development of resource 
files, a data base of opportunities and resources in service-learning and other 
information. 
7. 	Develop presentations about service-learning and get service-learning on the 
agenda of professional organizations and meetings in the state, ranging from 
administrators and teachers conferences to subject matter groups and community 
organizations. 
8. 	Write and submit articles to existing state-wide publications, including existing 
publications of the Partnership and its partner universities and school districts. 
Arena 2: ~nerator Schools 
We will establish and work with 9 "generator schools". Four will be established the first year, and 
five the second. The schools will represent a range of levels (K-5; middle school; high school) and a 
range of contexts (urban, suburban, rural, various SES, etc.). It is anticipated that most or all of the 
generator schools will be drawn from the Partnership's network of Professional Development Schools 
(PDS), and mainly those connected with MSU. The PDS's are sites, loosely analogous to a teaching e 	 hospital, where new approaches to education are pioneered and where extensive professional 
development for inservice and preservice educators occurs. Additionally, the Partnership has 
mobilized universities, businesses and community organizations in support of these PDS sites. Hence, 
the Partnership's existing connections with these schools, and the schools' openness to innovation, the 
commitment to ideals fully compatible with service-learning, and the extant partnerships with 
universities, community and business groups make these sites ideal for this purpose. 
Activities of the Center in this regard will lead to: 
o 	 development of exemplary service-learning programs in a variety of contexts 
o 	 an organized program of inquiry that will generate new ideas, new practices, and new 
understandings of the uses and value of service-learning . 
o 	 demonstration activities and initiatives that can be disseminated through the state-wide 
arenas (above) and can inform and inspire other efforts throughout the state 
The specific activities will include the following: 
1. 	Establish criteria for identifying potential generator-school sites; invite 
applications from identified sites and select 4 sites in the first year and five additional 
sites in the second year to begin work. 
2. Assist these nine schools for three years each with identifying and marshalling 
resources, personnel, projects, service sites, learning activities, curriculum 
development, etc. Wherever appropriate, involve other organizations (e.g. American 
e Youth Foundation, local volunteer agencies) in such assistance. 
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3. Provide ongoing technical support to the generator schools, both through 
resources and expertise at the Center and through marshalling technical support from 
e other organizations and individuals. 
4. Conduct formative and summative evaluations and disseminate information 
through the state-wide networks and publications and through the National Service­
Learning Initiative. 
Arena 3: Work with Current and Future Educators 
We will promote service-learning as an important component in the preparation and professional 
development of educators throughout the state. The Partnership's sponsorship will serve to place 
service-learning on the agenda of one of the most extensive and ambitious statewide coalitions for 
school reform in the country. 
Activities or the Center in this regard will lead to: 
o 	 placing service-learning on the agenda for much inservice and preservice education 
throughout the state through use of the PDS network as generator schools. 
o 	 the involvement of many of the colleges of education in the state, through their 
already existing involvement with the Partnership, in including service-learning in pre­
service education courses. 
o 	 promoting linkages between colleges of education and existing university programs in 
service-learning (so that, for example, a pre-service teacher at MSU would work with 
MSU's Service-Learning Center as part of a course requirement). 
o 	 development of a "next generation" of teachers for Michigan who will know about 
service-learning and will have actively engaged in the process so that they know ine their bones what service learning has to offer kids. 
The specific activities will include the following: 
1. In the sites selected to be generator schools, support development of pre-
service and in-service programs, study groups and/or inquiry projects for all the 
school personnel on service-learning; this will be done in conjunction with the 
partner universities in each school. 
2. Work with the Partnership'S Educational Extension Service on disseminating 
"best practices" in service learning from the generator schools. 
3. 	Promote the inclusion of information about service-learning in pre-service 
courses through encouragement, assistance and/or presentations to classes. 
4. 	Promote service-learning experiences for pre-service teachers by facilitating 
linkages between colleges of education and service-learning opportunities on campus 
or in the community; in this regard, the Center will use MSU as a generator site. 
5. Institutionally, promote development of a systematic and cumulative set of 
service-learning activities for pre-service educators that would serve to make service­
learning an integrated part of educator preparation and practice for years to come. 
e 
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CENTER ORGANIZATION 
The Center will have an active Advisory Board, composed of representatives of many of the state 
organizations involved in aspects of service-learning. The Board will meet monthly. 
The Center will be staffed by a Project Director, Dr. Joseph Featherstone (113 FfE), a Senior 
Associate, Dr. Arden Moon, (114 FIE), a secretary (114 FfE), and 2-3 graduate students (with a .5 
FTE total). Additionally, the Center will receive support from staff in the Partnership for New 
Education, with support from at least Dr. Steve Kaagan, Executive Vice-President (.05 FIE), and Dr. 
William Diehl, Specialist with the Business Community Alliance (.05 FfE). As part of 
responsibilities with PDSs and surronding communities, a number of other Partnership staff and 
university faculty will be directly and indirectly be assisting with this Center. 
EVALUATION AND DISSEl\1INATION 
This Center will collect, analyze and use both formative and summative evaluation information. 
Formative evaluation procedures are crucial to the successful implementation of these proposed 
activities of such an extensive and innovative effort. Summative evaluation procedures will provide 
evidence of the effectiveness of the activities proposed here and will be reported annually to NYLC. 
A context-input-process-product evaluation model will serve as the overall model for this evaluation 
This Center will have direct impact on people and organizations in each of the three arenas 
targeted. Additionally, the Center will disseminate information about programs, procedures, "best 
practices", and results of inquiry projects through presentations at professional confeences, through 
networks and forums established by the Center, through professional publications and through the 
Michigan Educational Extension Service, the agency that is connected with the Partnership and is 
charged with dissemination of successful innovations. This Center, coupled with other work of the 
Partnership, is intended to develop ideas and procedures that can be used in other areas to develop 
potent school/university/community partnerships and infuse other educational systems with new 
educational tools and processes. The replication and dissemination potentials for this Center, by 
being associated with the Partnership, are important and notable aspects of this proposal. 
BUDGET EXPLANATION (BUDGET ON FOLLOWING PAGES) 
The budget for this Center reflects all the activities listed above in the three "arenas" and is 
concurrent with the allocations recommended by the NYLC (in the 2/21/92 letter to Dr. Charles 
Thompson). 
The budget reflects a substantial matching commitment of human and other resources by the 
Partnership, MSU and other agencies. This substantial match partly results from the dedication by 
MSU to faculty time to the effort and from the use of PDS sites as generator schools. 
Additionally, administrative and other support are being provided by the Partnership and the 
univerSity, and are reflected in overhead costs (at a standard 45% rate). 
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K-12 MICHIGAN SERVICE lEARNING CENTER 

YEA R 1 l l l I 

I SERVICE I MAT C H lTOTALl 

I lEARNINGlPARTNRSHPl MSU lOT HER l I 

l 	 GRANT l l lORGANZTNS l I 

I l L I I L 
ITEM 	 I I I l I l 

I I l I I I 

1. PER SON N E l 	 I L I I L I 

a. Project Director 	 J. Featherstone .33 HE l l I $25,891 I l $25,891 l 
b. Senior Associate 	 A. Moon .25 HE I l I $17,000 I l $17,000 L 
c. 	Partnership Support S. Kaagan .05 FTE I l $5,500 I I L $5,500 I 

IJ. Diehl .05 HE I I $2,340 I I I $2,340 I 

d. Secretary .25 FTE 	 I $6,000 l L l l $6,000 I 

e. Graduate Assistants .50 HE 	 I $12,000 I L l L $12,000 L 
f. Benefits .3 staff 	 I $1,800 I $2,352 l $12,867 I I 517,019 I 

.205 	GAs l 52,460 I I l I 52,460 I 

I I I l l I 

2. C E N T E R COS T S 	 l l I I I I 

a. Supplies and services 	 l $1,000 I I I I $1,000 I 

b. Resource file development $125/month 	 I 51,500 I I l I $1,500 I 

c. Communication & publication 5150/mo 	 I $1,800 I I l I $1,800 I 

d. Advisory Committee 	 15 peopLe X 10 mtgs X 55 I $750 l I l I $750 I 

time cont I I l l $4,500 I $4,500 I 

f. 	Travel 1000 mi mnth .28/milel $3,360 I I I I 53,360 l 
I 1 I l I l 
3. NETWORKING / TRAINING EVENTS 	 l I l I l I 

a. Bi·monthly forums ave. 30 people X $5 	 l $750 I I I 1 5750 I 

b. Bi-monthly "work parties" ave. 20 people X $5 	 I 5500 I I 1 I 5500 l 
c. 	Annual 2-day conference 200 partcip. X $125 I l 1 I $20,000 I $20,000 I 
($100 costs;525 for Cntr) I ($5,000)1 1 I 1 ($5,000H 

d. 	Conferences, Prof. Presentations travel&meals&fees 5300 X 51 $1,500 L 1 I I $1,500 I 

l I I I I l 

4. SUPPORT OF GENERATOR SCHOOLS FROM CENTER 	 I I I I I I 

a. Technical and other support 	 I $7,500 1 I 1 l 57,500 I 

b. Technical 	support from American Youth Foundation pledged I l l l $10,000 I $10,000 1 

l I l l l I 

I I l I I I 

e 
 SUB TOT A l - C E N T E R 	 I $35,920 I $10,192 1$55,758 l $34,500 1$136,370 1 

5. G ENE RAT 0 R S C H 0 0 l S 	 I I l I l 
a. 	local program support 1st yr 4 schls at $3,666 each l $14,664 1 l I $14,664 I 

Dedicated PDS support 1st yr 4 schls est. 510,000 eachl I $40,000 l 1 $40,000 I 

I I 	 I l I 

l I l I I l 
--:S,...,.,.U-;B:-.;-T-;O,...,.T....,A,......l--·--;:Gc-;:-E·N;-::::-E-;R:-:-A-;T;.--;:O....,R~~S-;C:--;;-H·l--;;:-S--------I 514,664 I $40,000 I 50 I $0 l $54,664 I 

____________________________________________1 l L l I I 

I I I I I I 

I l I I I I 

--:T=-=-O-::T:-A.,....,.l-----;;:C-:E;:-:;-N-:T=-=E-:R:::---+.,..--=G-:E;:-:;-N-:E=-=R~A:--;T-;O=-=R--:S~C::-:-:H~l;"""""";;S,------1 550,584 I $50, 192 I $55, 758 I $34,500 15191,034 I 

III I L I 

--:0,...,.,.V-;E~R·H:-;::-E....,A~D-----------7145~%,---------1 I $22,586 I 525,091 I l I 

I I I I I I 

------------------------G:::R=-=A7:NT=--- $50,584 MATCH -.- $188,128 $238,712 
NOTE: OVERHEAD YET TO BE FINALIZED 
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K-12 MICHIGAN SERVICE LEARNING CENTER 
YEA R 2 	 l l le 	 l SERVICE ( MAT C H ( 
l LEARNINGlPARTNRSHP( HSU (OTHER (TOTAL
l GRANT l l lORGANZTNSl 
l l l l l 
ITEM 	 ( ( l l l 
( l l l l 
1. PER SON N E L 	 l l l ( l l 
a. Project Director 	 J. Featherstone .33 HE l l ( $25,000 l l $25,000 l 
b. senior Associate 	 A. Moon .25 HE ( ( l $18,000 L ( $18,000 l 
c. 	Partnership Support S. Kaagan .05 HE l L $7,500 ( l ( $7,500 l 
!.t. Di eh( .05 HE l l $4,800 l ( l $4,800 l 
d. Secretary .25 HE 	 l $6,000 ( L l ( $6,000 l 
e. Graduate Assistants .50 HE 	 ( $9,000 l l $3,000 l L $12,000 L 
f. Benefits .3 staff L $1,800 ( $3,690 L $12,900 L L $18,390 ( 
.205 GAs l $1,845 ( ( $615 l l $2,460 ( 
l ( ( ( l ( 
2. 	C E N T E R COS T S l ( l ( ( l 
a. supplies and services 	 l $',000 l l l ( $1,000 l 
b. Resource file development $125/month 	 l $1,500 ( l l l $1,500 l 
c. Communication & publication $150/mo 	 L $1,800 ( l l l $1,800 l 
d. 	Advisory Committee 15 people X 10 mtgs X $5 ( $750 L l l l $750 l 
time cont l l l l $4,500 l $4,500 l 
f. 	Trave( 1000 mi mnth • 28/milel $3,360 ( l l l $3,360 ( 
l l l ( l ( 
3. 	NETI.tORKING 1 TRAINING EVENTS ( ( ( ( l ( 
a. Bi-monthly forums ave. 30 people X $5 	 ( $750 l l ( l $750 (
b. Bi-monthly "work parties" ave. 20 	 people X $5 ( $500 ( l ( ( $500 l 
c. 	Annual 2·day conference 200 partcip. X $125 ( l ( ( $20,000 l $20,000 l 
($100 costs;$25 for Cntr) l ($5,000)( ( ( ( ($5,000)[ 
d. 	Conferences, Prof. Presentations trave(&mea(s&fees $300 X 5( $1,500 ( l ( ( $1,500 ( 
( ( l l l ( 
4. 	SUPPORT OF GENERATOR SCHOOLS FROM CENTER ( l l l l ( 
a. Technical and other support 	 ( $5,000 ( l ( ( $5,000 ( 
e 
b. Technica( support from American Youth Foundation pledged l ( ( ( $10,000 l $10,000 l 
l l l l ( l 
l l ( l l l 
.SUBTOTAL C E N T E R 	 l $29,805 ( $15,990 l $59,515 ( $34,500 ($139,810 l 
( l l l l ( 
5. 	G ENE RAT 0 R S C H 0 0 L S l l l ( l l 
a. 	LocaL program support 1st yr 5 schls at $3,666 each l $18,330 l ( l ( $18,330 ( 
Dedicated PDS support 1st yr 5 schls est. $10,000 eachl ( $50,000 l l l $50,000 l 
Dedicated partner univrsty supprt 1st yr 5 schls l ( ( l l ( 
b. 	 Local program support 2nd yr 4 schls ( $14,664 ( l ( ( $14,664 ( 
Dedicated PDS support 2nd yr 4 schls ( l $40,000 ( l l $40,000 ( 
Dedicated partner univrsty supprt 2nd yr 4 schls ( l ( l l ( 
c. 	Local program support 3rd yr o sch(s l ( l l ( ( 
Dedicated PDS support 3rd yr o sch(s ( ( ( ( l ( 
Dedicated partner univrsty supprt 3rd yr o schls ( ( ( l ( ( 
( ( l l l l ( ( ( l l (
--,S,....,.,U-:B::-:T-O=-=T:-A-:-:'L--.--::;-G-:E=--:-:N-E=-=R:-:-A-:T=-=O,...R,,----,;S,...C:::-:-H:-:-L-:S,..---------l $32,994 ( $90,000 ( $0 ( $0 ($122,994 ( 
__________________________L L ( ( ( l 
( l l l l l 
l l ( ( ( l 
--:T=-=O""'T::-:"A-'L:-----:CC:-:E-:N-=-=T-E=-=R:---+:---::;-G-:E=--:-:N""E=-=R:-:-A-:T=-=O-:R=---S=--=C:-:-:"H-:L--=S----( $62,799 L$1 05 , 990 ( $59,515 l $34, 500 l$262 ,804 l 
( ( l l l l 
---:O:-:-:V""'E:;-;;:R:-H;;-;;E:--;-A--;0;--------------;4",50;"%---------( l $47,696 ( $26,782 l l l 
l ( l l l l 
------------------------:--G""R="=A7:"NT;--- $62,799 MATCH ._. $274,482 $337,281 
NOTE: OVERHEAD YET TO BE FINALIZED 
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K-12 MICHIGAN SERVICE LEARNING CENTER 
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 YEA R 3 	 I I I 
I SERVICE I MAT C H LTOTAL 

I LEARNINGIPARTNRSHPI MSU lOT HER I 

l GRANT I I IORGANZTNSI 

I I I 1 

ITEM I I I I 

l 1 I I 

L PER SON N E L l 1 l 1 1 

a. Project Director J. Featherstone .33 FTE 	 l I l $25,000 I $25,000 I 

b. Senior Associate A. Moon .25 FTE 	 l I I $18,000 I S18,000 I 

c. Partnership Support S. Kaagan .05 FTE 	 I I $7,500 l I $7,500 I 

W. 	 Diehl .05 FTE I I $4,800 I I $4,800 I 

d. Secretary .25 FTE 	 l $6,000 I I l $6,000 I 

e. Graduate Assistants .50 FTE 	 l S9,000 l I S3,000 I $12,000 I 

f. Benefits .3 staff l $1,800 I S3,690 l $12,900 I l S18,390 I 

.205 GAs l $1,845 l l $615 l l S2,46O l 

I I I I I I 

2. 	C E N T E R COS T S I I I I I I 

a. Supplies and services 	 I $1,000 I I I I $1,000 I 

b. Resource file development S125/month 	 I $1,500 I I I I $1,500 I 

c. Communication &publication $150/mo 	 I $1,800 I I I I $1,800 I 

d. 	Advisory Committee 15 people X 10 mtgs X $5 I $750 I l I I $750 I 

time cont l I I l $4,500 l $4,500 I 

f. 	Travel 1000 mi rmth . 28/mi leI $3,360 l I I I $3,360 I 

I I I I I I 

3. 	NETWORKING / TRAINING EVENTS I I I I I I 

a. Bi-monthly forums ave. 30 	people X $5 I $750 I I I I $750 I 

b. Bi-monthly "work. parties" ave. 20 	 people X $5 I $500 I I I I $500 I 

c. 	Annual 2-day conference 200 partcip. X S125 I I I I $20,000 I $20,000 I 
($100 costs;$25 for Cntr) I ($5,000)1 l I I ($5,000)1 

d. 	Conferences, Prof. Presentations trave I&mea I s&fees $300 X 51 $1,500 I I l l S1,500 l 

I I I I I I 

4. 	SUPPORT Of GENERATOR SCHOOLS FROM CENTER I I l I I 1 

a. 	Technical and other support I $1,500 I I I I $1,500 I 

I I I I I I 

I I I I I I 

SUBTOTAL - C E N T E R l $26,305 I $15,990 I $59,515 I $24,500 IS126,310 I 
e I I I I I I 

5. 	G ENE RAT 0 R S C H 0 0 L S I I I 

a. 	Local program support 1st yr o schls I I I 

Dedi cated PDS support 1st yr o schls I I I 

Dedicated partner univrsty supprt 1st yr o scht's I I I 1 

b. 	local program support 2nd yr 5 schls at $3,666 each I $18,330 I I $18,330 1 

Dedicated PDS support 2nd yr 5 schls est. $10,000 eachl I $50,000 I $50,000 I 

Dedicated partner univrsty supprt 2nd yr 5 schls I I I I 

c. 	Local program support 3rd yr 4 schls I $14,664 I I $14,664 I 

Dedicated PDS support 3rd yr 4 schls I I $40,000 I $40,000 I 

Dedicated partner univrsty supprt 3rd yr 4 schls I I I l 

I I 1 I 

1 I 1 I 

SUB TOT A L - G ENE RAT 0 R S C H L S l S32,994 I $90,000 SO to 1$122,994 I 

, 1 1 1 1 

--::S:-U:-:-::B:-T~O:-:;:-T-::A-:-L--.'C;-;::"E'N;-:;:"T'E::-;;:R--:-+--::G;-;::"E·N....-;:E'R:;'""""i"A-:T;:-;:;O·RO:--·S;:;-;:;C·H;;-;"L·S;:w--1 S59, 299 1$1 05 ,990 I $59, 515 I $24, 500 1:;":$2::74""9,"""""3""04' 

I I 1 1 I

--::O,...,..,.V....E,...,R"......"H;-;:"E-:A-D:-------------4'T'1S""f,...---------1 	 I $47,696 1 $26,782 I 1--­
1 1 1 1 

GRANT '-"'$5""9::-,""'29""9:- MATCH - - - $264 ,482 "'$3r.;2~3,"""l7""81'-
NOTE: OVERHEAD YET TO BE FINALIZED 
e 

YEAR 4 and 5 GENERATOR SCHOOLS 

YEAR 4 

a. local program support 3rd yr 5 schls at $3,666 each I $18,330 1 I I $18,330 I
e Dedicated PDS support 3rd yr 5 schls est. $10,000 eachl I S50,000 1 I $50,000 1 
Dedicated partner univrsty supprt 3rd yr 5 schls 1 1 1 1 I 

SUB TOT A l $18,330 $50,000 I $0 $0 1 $68,330 t 
1 1 1 1 1 

THREE YEAR TOTAL CENTER $92,030 $42,172 $174,788 $93,500 $402,490 

1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 I 1 

FIVE YEAR TOTAL GENERATOR SCHlS $98,982 S270,000 1 $0 1 SO 1$368,982 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

GRAND TOTAL 1$191,012 1$312,172 1$174,788 1 $93,500 IS771,472 I 

e 

e 

e 
APPENDIX A: 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MICHIGAN 

. PARTNERSHIP FOR NEW EDUCATION 

e 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF 

"TOMORROW'S SCHOOLS" 

DESCRIBING 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SCHOOLS 

e 

e 

e 

THE MICHIGAN PARTNERSHIP 

FOR 

NEW EDUCATION 

SELECTED PAGES FROM THE 
Situation Report for the Board of Directors 
March, 1991 
e 

e 

e 

THE MICHIGAN PARTNERSHIP 

Board of Directors 

David Adamany, Wayne State University 
Joseph Antonini, Kmart Corporation 
Dorothy Beardmore, Michigan State Board of Education 
Nathel Burtley, Flint Community Schools 
Daniel L. DeGrow, Michigan State Senate 
John DiBiaggio, Michigan State University 
Theodore Cooper, The Upjohn Company 
James J. Duderstadt, The University of Michigan 
John Engler, Governor, State of Michigan 
Max Fisher, Indusaialist, financier 
Frank Ganison, Michigan State AFL..cIO 
Olivia Gilbert-Beverly, Mumford High School 
Diether Haenicke, Westem Michigan University 
Melleretha Johnson, Saginaw Public Schools 
Damon Kei~ U.S. Court of Appeals - Sixth Circuit 
Judith B. Lanier, The Michigan Partnership for New Education 
Timothy D. Leuliette, Siemens Automotive L. P. 
Loretta Manwaring, Genesee Intermediate School Disaict 
Colleen McNeal, Sao Township Elementary School 
Juan Olivarez, Grand Rapids Public Schools 
WilJjam Pickard, Regal Plastics Company 
Joann ~ Forest Hills High School 
Harold Poling, Ford Motor Company 
Frank Popoff, The Dow Chemical Company 
Colleen Presley, Burger Center for Autistics 
B. Lea Schelke, Trenton High School 
James S. Sbepard.. Charlevoix-Emmet Intermediate School Disaict 
A. Altied Tau~ The Taubman Company 
Nancy Usitalo, Silver Creek Elementary School 
Marvin Younger, Washington Elementary School 
e Man:.h. 1991 
e 

e 

The Michigan Partnership for New Education 
Teaching and Learning for a Changing World 
The Michigan Partnership for New Education is a 
Michigan non-profit corporation formed as a 
collaboration among business, education and 
government. The Partnership is dedicated to the 
discovery and implementation of new ways of 
ensuring quality leaming--both in school and out--for 
the state·s children and youth. The Partnership seeks 
to develop ways and means that Michigan educators 
can prepare all Michigan students for the changing 
demands of a global economy and the essential 
responsibilities of citizenship. 
The Partnership intends to create and sustain a 
statewide educational innovation system in Michigan, 
a system with the capacity to realize fundamental 
change and continuous renewal of public education. 
Working through an alliance with the public, private, 
and professional sectors, the Partnership develops in­
depth wotking relationships with selected schools and 
school districts, neighborhoods, communities, 
universities and other agencies. 
e 

e 

Defmin& the New Education 
There is a new education that responds to the transformation in society and 
knowledge that is occurring around us. Instead of education for the reliable 
application of standard, unchanging procedures, it is education for genuine 
understanding, for flexibility and inventiveness, for a life of continuous learning. 
Consequently, it requires massive curriculwn change in schools and colleges, 
restructuring of teaching and learning throughout the system, and new 
relationships between education, business, and government. 
The new education means schools that draw on the most advanced knowledge to 
educate competent workers. Schools that attract highly educated teachers who 
encourage their students to think critically and to take initiative. Schools that 
teach students to work collaboratively on complex problems. And schools that 
are flexibly organized to support such work, allowing a broader participation in 
decisions about teaching and learning. 
e 
But change within schools alone will not suffice. There also must be change in 
the relationship between schools and the broader society and economy. And new 
educational leadership is needed in government, business, and higher education. 
To accomplish these changes, new relationships must be cultivated between the 
public, private, and professional sectors concerned with educatlon. 
Above all else, then, the new education is a new system of education. It is not just 
a new curriculum, a new teacher training program, or a new research center. It 
is new knowledge, new relationships, and new leadership. 
Ch.an&in& Education 
Actually, education is changing. But it is changing slowly and erratically. A 
decade of experimentation has brought America a bit closer to solving the 
problems. Business and government have begun to develop new leadership. 
Much reform legislation has been put on the books. Some schools have launched e new approaches to teaching and learning. And some universities have begun to 
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e 
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refonn teacher education. But these efforts are scattered and fragile. Most touch 
only a few teachers and a few students. All are moving slowly. We are doing 
too little, too gradually. 
Educational change usually takes time--a lUXury we can ill afford at this moment 
in history. Especially in America, where we do not have powerful education 
ministries to dictate change. Rather, we must win the reform battles 
democratically--one by one across the state and local landscape. 
Even then, as we build our education prototypes from basic knowledge and 
program components, it is not a straightforward matter. It is not a matter of 
engineering design, tooling up, and manufacturing. It is, rather, a complex 
matter of translation, persuasion, invention, trial, and revision. It is not 
straightforward and linear, but cyclical or spiraling. It is more like the growth 
of an organism than like the construction of a machine. These facts of life about 
American education are not apt to chang,? The task is formidable, and the need 
is urgent 
Where is Michi&an in Develo.pin& the New Education? 
Michigan is a leader in developing the new education. Several Michigan 
universities are conducting important basic research on the new teaching and 
learning. These universities also are working with teachers to devise new 
approaches to applying research and development in actual schools. Some have 
joined forces with schools to develop working models of a new education. 
In addition, Michigan is working hard to create the right climate for educational 
change. Business, government and labor leaders who have already taken major 
steps toward economic redevelopment aiso understand the need for educational 
redevelopment. The governor and legislators are pressing ahead with reform in 
spite of difficult fmancial circumstances. 
The state is also creating systems to support and market the new education. 
Business and government are collaborating to make schools more responsible for 
teaching and learning. Business, government, and education have worked 
together through an Employability Skills Task Force to improve links between 
3 
education and employment. e 
The Partnership Aienda 
But Michigan needs more working prototypes of the new education. Thus, the 
Partnership will expand development work underway in a number of current 
school-university collaborations and create additional working models of the new 
education in key locations around the state. 
Michigan also needs new social systems to implement these prototypes statewide. 
It will need to create a social system to support local implementation. Thus the 
Partnership will create coalitions that support the new education among leading 
educators and employers in many communities. That means working to broaden 
the climate for reform and to create new links between education. business, and 
government. 
Michigan is ready for an educational revolution. It has invested the risk capital 
required for basic change. But now it must take a bigger step. The state needs a It full-fledged Partnership to inspire, guide, and support its educational renovation 
and continuing innovation for the decades to come. 
II. THE PARTNERSHIP'S GOALS 
The Partnership'S ultimate aim is fundamental change in Michigan public 
education. It will require basic change in what is learned, and how it is taught. 
But teaching and learning cannot be improved by themselves. Change at all levels 
of education is required. There must be basic change in how teachers learn, and 
how they work.. There must be change in how universities prepare teachers, and 
in their relationships with schools. There must be change in school leadership. 
The Partnership accomplishes this by working simultaneously toward three goals. 
1. 	 Create wotkins models of the new education. We are establishing a 
statewide network of 24 Professional Development Schools, located 
at key points around the state, serving a wide representation of 
e communities and students. 
4 

The Professional Development Schools draw on the most advanced 
e 	 knowledge about teaching and learning. They employ school and university faculty who innovate, develop and demonstrate the new 
education. They offer state-of-the-art teaching, learning and school 
organization, and they build an institutional base for educating 
professionals. Students are prepared to become highly competent 
citizens and workers. Novice and practicing educators studying the 
new education receive the best clinical experience available. 
The Professional Development Schools show that the new education 
is possible. Because they represent quality alternatives to current 
practice, these new schools help to stimulate demand for refonn. 
(The attached Holmes Group summary describes the design 
principles for Professional Development Schools.) 
But the working models will not change the rest of Michigan 
education by themselves. Broader change requires additional 
leverage. 
2. 	 Improve the capacities needed for statewide educational chan". The 
Partnership is creating a network of existing and new agencies that 
can leverage change in all schools in the state. These agencies e 	 increase the supply of knowledge and skills needed to change schools. 
And they improve communication about educational problems and 
solutions. 
These agencie~ help universities restructure programs for 
professional education. They reconnect schools to the resources and 
needs in their communities. They develop a critical mass of 
educational leadership for change. 
The agencies include professional associations, intermediate school 
districts, universities that educate teachers and others. Most of these 
agencies exist, and need to be strengthened. Some need to be 
invented. 
But new ideas and assistance alone will not produce change. There 
also'must be strong and sustained pressure for change. 
e 
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e 	 3. Increase the demand for better education. We are helping to focus 
and mobilize demand. This requires improved knowledge about 
educational problems and solutions for poIicymakers. It requires 
assistance for business and conununity leaders now pressing for 
change. It requires enhanced business involvement in education 
around the state. And it requires lx>th more and better infonned 
media coverage of educational problems and solutions. 
By 1995, then, Michigan will have a network of working models of the education 
America needs. Michigan will have agencies with the knowledge and skill to 
change education throughout the state. And it will have strong and sustained 
demand for change. 
III. KEY COMPONENTS OF THE PARTNERSHIP'S INNOVATION SYSTEM 
Transfonning Michigan education can only be achieved by working 
systematically with the many interrelated parts of the system. A number of the 
e 	 scholars and organizations dedicated to education refonn, including the Business 
Roundtable, recognize the need for systemic change. Change initiated in one 
place alone, for example in cuniculum or in assessment, will in short order be 
frustrated by other parts of the education system untouched by change. Change is 
both a problem of the smallest unit ..-the classroom--and of the largest unit--a state 
education system. We must create the capacities to change at each level, to change 
both levels at once, and to change them in ways that are complementary instead of 
antagonistic. 
To meet the challenge of initiating a systemwide change, the Partnership is 
implementing an operating structu.re--an "innovation system"--which will interact 
with and support change throughout the larger system. Key to the work of this 
structure is the strategy of "finding your friends," that is, identifying and 
supporting innovators already in place, across all parts of the system. 
e 
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Therefore, to launch the nation's fIrSt statewide educational innovation system, e the Partnership has designed and begun to operate four interworking components: 
To create and sustain Professional Development Schools, the School 
and University Alliance supports the work of innovating schools 
and universities. 
To mobilize local-level support for quality learning for children, the 
Business and Community Alliance works with employer and 
community resources. 
To build a critical mass of leadership for educational change, the 
Collaborative Leadership Center helps to develop leadership 
teams at the school, school district and state levels. 
To provide all schools and communities with the knowledge they 
need for change, the Educational Extension Service develops the 
human and technological networks which make infonnation, staff 
development and technical assistance broadly available. 
Each of these components has developed a mission statement which reflects its e purpose and methods. 
e 
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e The School and University Alliance: Mission Statement 
The School and University Alliance unites innovating schools and 
universities to co-develop new approaches to teaching and learning, education 
management, community outreach and the preparation of professional educators. 
The Alliance helps participating schools and universities develop fonnal 
agreements to operate "Partnership Schools It and maintains quality standards for 
these innovation sites. The Alliance provides participating school and university 
faculty with access to the research and technical assistance needed to discover and 
demonstrate exemplary education policy and practice. The result is a new 
education both for elementary and secondary school students and for university 
students seeking to become practicing educators. 
e The Business and Commynity Amance: Mission Statement 
The Business and Community Alliance develops locally-based coalitions 
which mobilize employers, neighborhoods, community agencies and the general 
citizenry to share responsibility with schools for higher-Ievelleaming for 
children. 
The Alliance helps these coalitions to design and implement services and 
systems which improve the readiness of students to learn when they come to 
school; which enrich in-school learning for students through quality experiences 
in the broader community; and which prepare students for responsible adult roles 
in a changing world--as workers, parents, citizens and continuing learners. To 
strengthen business and community demand for educational excellence, the 
Alliance develops and provides citizens with information that helps them to judge 
the results of human and educational services for children, the community and the 
economy. 
e 
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e The Collaborative Leadership Center: Mission Statement 
The Collaborative Leadership Center develops a critical mass of leaders 
who share the understanding, energy and comminnent needed to effect continuous 
educational renewal at the local and state levels in Michigan. 
The Center's work brings together leaders from schools and their 
communities, and from the professional, public and private sectors, to develop 
the shared visions and strategies which create, guide and support innovations for 
ever-improving teaching and learning. Through the Center's collaborative 
learning processes, teams of leaders from the school, school district and state 
levels gain the knowledge, skills, confidence, and trust needed to initiate and 
sustain critical change in their schools, communities and organizations. 
The Educational Extension Service: Mission Statement 
e 1be Educational Extension Service (EES) provides the state's schools and 
communities with access to the up·to-date, practical, research-based knowledge 
they need to ensure that all students achieve a high quality of education. 
The BES connects Partnership Schools with each other and with 
intermediate school districts, professional associations, and other organizations 
that provide information, professional development, and assistance to local 
educators and citizens. Through these enriched human and state-of-the-art 
technological networks, the RES helps ensure that the Partnership's innovation 
system responds to the needs of the operating education system, and that the 
operating system learns from the best current thinking and research. 
e 
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APPENDIX B: 

K-12 SERVICE-LEARNING CENTER 

ACTIVITIES AND TIMELINE 

e 

e 

" 
K-12 SERVICE-LEARNING CENTER ACTIVITIFS AND TIMELINE 

e 
ACTIVITIFS TIMELINE 
State-wide Promotion of Service-Learning 
1. Identify organizations and individuals 
throughout Michigan engaged in service­
learning initiatives; develop mailing 
list & mechanisms for regular communication 
2. a. Establish Advisory Board drawn from key 
organizations; 
b. establish regular board meetings 
3. Establish, through the Advisory Board, 
a bi-monthly "service-learning forum" 
4. Establish bi-monthly (alternating with the 
forums) "work-partiesll 
5. Hold, in collaboration with other organizations, 
one maj or 3-day conferernce on service­
learning per year 
6. Build capacity for brokerage and referral 
through development of resource files, 
a data base of opportunities and resources e in service-leaming and other information. 
7. Develop presentations about service-learning and 
get service-leaming on the agenda of 
professional organizations and meetings 
8. Write and submit articles to existing state-wide 
publications, including existing publications 
of the Partnership and its partner 
universities and school districts 
Generator Schools 
1. a. Establish criteria for identifying potential 
generator-school sites; invite applications 
from identified sites and 
b. select sites (4 ill'St yr; 5 second yr) 
years to begin work 
2. Assist schools with identifying and marshalling 
resources, personnel, projects, service sites, 
learning activities, curriculum development 
3. Provide ongoing technical support to the 
generator schools 
4. Conduct formative and summative evaluations 
YR 1, QUARTER 1 
YR 1, QUARTER 1 
YR 1, QUARTER 1 --­

THEN ONGOING 

YR 1, QUARTER 2 --­

THEN ONGOING 
YR 2, QUARTER 1 -­
THEN ONGOING 
YR 1, QUARTER 4 
YR 2, QUARTER 4 
YR 3, QUARTER 4 
YR 1, QUARTER 1 
BEGIN - THEN 
ONGOING 
YR 2, QUARTER 1 
BEGIN - THEN 
ONGOING 
YR 2, QUARTER 1 
BEGIN - THEN 
ONGOING 
YR 1, QUARTER 1 
YR 1, QUARTER 2 
YR 2, QUARTER 1 
ONGOING ONCE 
SITES SELECTED 
ONGOING ONCE 
SITES SELECTED 
ONGOING 
e and disseminate information 
-' 
e Work with Current and Future Educators 
1. Support development of pre-service and in-
service programs, study groups and/or inquiry 
projects for all the school personnel 
in generator sites on service-learning 
2. Work with the Partnership's Educational Extension 
Service on disseminating "best practices" 
in service learning from generator schools 
3. Promote inclusion of information about service­
learning in pre-service courses 
4. Facilitate linkages between colleges of 
education and service-learning opportunities 
on campus or in the community 
5. Promote development of a systematic and 
cumulative set of service-learning 
activities for pre-service educators 
e 

ONGOING ONCE 
SITES SELECTED 
ONGOING ONCE 
SITES ESTABLSHD 
BEGIN YR2 
BEGIN YR2 
BEGIN YR 3 
e 
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Structural Components of the Partnership's 

Innovation System 

Collaborative Leadership Center 
e 
Business 
and 
School 
and 
CommunityUniversity 

Alliance 
 Alliance 
Educational Extension Service 
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APPENDIX C: 
K-12 SERVICE-LEARNING CENTER 
e VISUAL OVERVIEW 
e 

.. 
.. 
K-12 MICHIGAN e SERVICE-LEARNING CENTER 
t 
\THE MICHIGAN PARTNERSHIP 

FOR NEW EDUCATION 

.L 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 
OTHER PARTNER UNIVERSITIES 
~ 
COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMISSION 

AMERICAN YOUTH FOUNDATION 

MICHIGAN CAMPUS COMPACT 

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 14-H 

MICHIGAN COUNCIL OF FOUNDATIONS 

MI ASSOCIATION OF PARTNERS IN EDUCATION 

NON-PROFIT FORUM 

SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY SERVICE-LEARNING CENTERS 

e State-wide Promotion of Service-Learning o 	 active involvement with national networks 
o establishment of links and collaborative activities with other organizations 
~----:>;I' 0 facilitation of networking, swapping of ideas and information and sharing of resources 

o 	 collaboration with other education innovations that would be sites for inquiry and development 
work in the area 
o 	 development of public awareness of and support for service­
learning 
Generator Schools 
o development of exemplary service-learning programs in a variety of contexts 
...... o organized program of inquiry that will generate new ideas, new practices, and new 
./ understandings 
o 	 demonstration activities and initiatives that can be disseminated 
Work with Current and Future Educators 
o 	 placing service-learning on the agenda for inservice and preservice education throughout the state 
o 	 including service-learning in pre-service education courses 
o 	 promoting linkages between colleges of education and existing university programs in service­
learning 
o 	 development of a "next generation" of teachers for Michigan who will know about service­
learning and will have actively engaged in the process 
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